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Nathan the Wise, the last play written by the eighteenth-century philosopher and dramatist Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, contains a fascinating reworking of the classic parable of the three rings. The parable first appears in the fourteenth century in Boccaccio’s Decameron, but Lessing modifies it slightly so that it expresses nicely the Enlightenment call for religious toleration and condemnation of religious dogmatism. If it were updated slightly, it could be taken as an expression of early twenty-first century views as well.

Lessing’s version of the story is set in Jerusalem in the twelfth century during the Third Crusade. The play revolves around the complex relationships of three characters, each representative of one of the three great monotheistic religions: Nathan, a Jew; Saladin, the Muslim sultan; and a Christian Templar Knight.

Nathan finds himself in the great Saladin’s palace. The sultan tests Nathan by asking him which of the three monotheistic religions is the best. “You are so wise,” he says to Nathan, “now tell me, I entreat, what human faith, what theological law hath struck you as the truest and the best?” Nathan prudently avoids a direct response and instead tells the parable of the three rings.

There was a man, says Nathan, who had an opal ring of supreme beauty and unusual powers. Whoever wore the ring was beloved by God and man. This ring had been passed down from generation to generation and now was the possession of this man who had three sons, each of whom he loved equally. At one time or another, the man had promised the ring to each of his sons. Sensing that he was about to die and realizing that he could not give the one ring to each of the three sons, the man secretly asked a master jeweller to make two perfect copies of the ring. The jeweller did such a good job that the man himself could not tell which was the original. At his deathbed, the man called each of his sons and gave him a ring and a blessing. After the father’s death, the sons discovered that each one had a ring, and they began to argue among themselves as to which one possessed the original ring.

Commenting on their bickering, Nathan links their inability to identify the original ring to our inability to judge which is the one true religion:

[The brothers] investigate, recriminate, and wrangle—all in vain—
Which was the true original genuine ring
Was undemonstrable—
Almost as much as now by us is undemonstrable
The one true faith.³

The brothers then approach a wise judge to settle the dispute, but the judge responds by saying,

If each of you in truth received his ring
After admonishing the brothers to quit trying to determine which is the original, the judge exhorts each son to accept his ring as if it were the true one and live a life of moral goodness, thereby bringing honor both to their father and to God.

Lessing’s parable of the rings is an eloquent expression of eighteenth-century Enlightenment sentiment about monotheistic religion. Organized religion—especially the institutional Christian church—was dismissed as corrupt and blamed for the bloody wars of the previous century. Deep skepticism greeted claims of any particular religion being the one true faith. Weariness with religious in-fighting resulted in a kind of tolerance that regarded religions as worthy of acceptance only as long as they promote goodness and virtue and avoid dogmatism, which fuels religious strife.

Lessing’s parable sounds remarkably contemporary. Today, as then, there is widespread skepticism about claims to exclusive truth in religion. Religions are assessed pragmatically on their capacity to produce morally respectable people. But there are also differences between Lessing’s day and our own. We are today much more aware of the enormous religious diversity in our world, so that if we were to update the parable, we would need several dozen rings to symbolize the many available religious options, both monotheistic and non-theistic. In place of Saladin, we would have the beaming face of the Dalai Lama!

1. Religious Diversity and Christian Faith

Despite the predictions of some in the nineteenth century that religion would eventually wither away under the onslaught of modernization and science, the world today remains vigorously religious. Eighty percent of people worldwide profess some religious affiliation. There are today roughly 2.1 billion Christians, 1.3 billion Muslims, 860 million Hindus, 380 million Buddhists, 25 million Sikhs, and 15 million Jews. A complete picture of religion today would also include the many millions who follow one of the thousands of new religious movements.

*Traditional Christianity: Religious Exclusivism*

Until the modern era, Christians largely took it for granted that Christianity is the one true religion for all humankind. Allowing for minor modifications for Orthodox, Roman Catholic, and Protestant distinctives, the common understanding went something like this: God has revealed himself in a special manner to the Old Testament patriarchs and prophets, and his self-revelation culminates in the incarnation of Jesus Christ (Hebrews 1:1–4). The written Scriptures—the Old and New Testaments—are the divinely inspired written revelation of God and thus are unlike any other sacred writings. Salvation is a gift of God’s grace and is possible
only because of the unique person and work of Jesus Christ on the cross. Sinful human beings are saved by God’s grace through repentance of sin and faith. Thus, Jesus Christ is the one Savior and Lord for all people at all times.

On this view there is an inescapable particularity concerning Jesus Christ. While God’s love and mercy are extended to all, salvation is limited to those who repent and accept by faith God’s provision in Jesus Christ. Numerous biblical texts could be cited in support of this particularity: Peter declares, “There is salvation in no one else, for there is no other name under heaven given among men by which we must be saved” (Acts 4:12); Jesus responds to a question from Thomas by stating, “I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me” (John 14:6); the apostle Paul claims, “There is one God and one mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus” (1 Timothy 2:5); and so on.

The particularity of the Christian gospel has always been a stumbling block to many. It was widely accepted in the ancient Mediterranean world that the same deity could take on various forms and be called by different names in different cultures. According to historian Robert Wilken, “The oldest and most enduring criticism of Christianity is an appeal to religious pluralism. . . . All the ancient critics of Christianity were united in affirming that there is no one way to the divine.”8 Significantly, it was within this context of religious syncretism and relativism that we find the New Testament putting forward Jesus Christ as the one Savior for all people.

After the seventeenth century, the broad consensus among Christians concerning Christianity as the one true religion began to fragment, although it was not until the twentieth century that the full effects of this became evident. Many factors were involved in the erosion of confidence in traditional Christianity: widespread disillusionment at the rampant corruption of the institutional church; ongoing fighting among various “Christian” factions; the growing awareness of other peoples, cultures, and religions as a result of the European voyages of “discovery”; increased skepticism about our ability to know religious truth; and the effects of higher critical views of Scripture that treated the Bible as just one among many sacred texts.

While Jesus was still revered as a great moral teacher, many openly questioned orthodox teachings about his deity, and suggesting that Jesus was just one of many great religious figures through whom we might relate to God.

By the mid-twentieth century, the subject of the relation of Christian faith to other religions was a central concern of Christian theologians and missiologists with a surprising variety of perspectives.9 Many, to be sure, remained firmly committed to the orthodox position. However, more liberal Protestants and post-Vatican II Roman Catholics adopted far more accommodating views of other religions and modified their views of Jesus Christ and salvation.

Religious Inclusivism

“Inclusivist” theologians, as they were often called, tried to keep in balance two divergent themes: (1) God’s salvation is somehow based upon the person and work of Jesus Christ, and in this sense Jesus has a special relationship with God and is unlike any other religious figure; and
(2) God’s salvation made available in Christ is also available to adherents of other religions just as they are, so there is no need for followers of other religions to be converted to Christ. Thus, while the fullest expression of God’s truth and revelation are in Jesus Christ and the Christian Scriptures, other religions can be accepted positively as part of God’s plan for humankind.

Religious Pluralism

By the late twentieth century, however, there were growing numbers of those identifying themselves as Christians who explicitly rejected such inclusivistic views and called for a radical pluralism in which Christianity is just one among many possible ways of responding to the divine. Religious pluralism, as understood by these thinkers, means that all the major religions are more or less equally true and effective ways of responding to the religious ultimate; no single religion—including Christianity—can claim legitimately to be superior to others in terms of truth or in relating appropriately to the divine.

There are many reasons that religious pluralism, as defined above, is so attractive today. We are much more aware of religious diversity today, due to globalization, increased immigration, international travel, and the impact of media and the worldwide web. As the West encounters religious others, there is often the realization that Hindus, Buddhists, and Sikhs are not at all as previously imagined; they are often intelligent and morally respectable people who are similar to Westerners in many respects. Furthermore, in light of the tragic history of Western colonialism during the past four centuries, many have a deep sense of “post-colonialist guilt” over past injustices. It is often assumed that the way to atone for the past sins of colonialism is to accept uncritically other cultural and religious perspectives. The desire to affirm the increasing diversity of the West is often accompanied by the assumption that doing so means not rejecting other religions as false or somehow deficient. It is not surprising, then, that religious diversity is causing many, including Christians, to question traditional Christian perspectives. Peter Berger captures the spirit of the times when he observes,

We do have a problem of belief, and it not only raises the question of why we should believe in God but why we should believe in this God. There are others, after all, and today they are made available in an unprecedented way through the religious supermarket of modern pluralism.10

Pluralistic perspectives are found today not just among academics; they are widely adopted in popular culture as well. Based upon an extensive study of Americans’ views on religious diversity, sociologist Robert Wuthnow reports that 42% of all respondents agreed with the statement, “All religions basically teach the same thing,” and 46% said that they believed that God’s word is revealed in other writings apart from the Bible, such as the sacred texts of Muslims or Hindus.11
2. Religious Pluralism: Clarifying the Issues

When it comes to the subject of Christian faith and other religions, we are dealing not with just one question but rather with a set of interrelated issues. Thus, it is important that we clarify issues and make some basic distinctions. A helpful place to begin is by considering the term “religious pluralism,” for it is used in different ways.

Religious Diversity Exists

“Religious pluralism” can be used in a strictly descriptive sense to mean religious diversity. To say, then, that Europe or North America is religiously pluralistic means simply that they are increasingly characterized by religious diversity. This is undeniable, and by itself is not particularly controversial.

Religious Diversity Should Be Legally Accepted

But more often “religious pluralism” includes more than merely the fact of religious diversity. The term usually connotes more or less positive attitudes toward such diversity, or acceptance, in some sense, of religious diversity. But there are varying degrees of acceptance. At a minimal level there is the legal acceptance of diversity. In many democratic societies today, there is an explicit legal commitment to freedom of religion. Sometimes, as in the United States, this is combined with the formal prohibition of governmental sanction of any particular religion. Most Christians welcome such guarantees of freedom of religion and acknowledge readily that such rights also apply to adherents of non-Christian religions.

Religious Diversity Should Be Socially Accepted

But the legal acceptance of religious diversity is, at best, a minimalist kind of acceptance. One can, for example, acknowledge the legal rights of, say, Hindus or Muslims to live in the United States but fail to grant them social acceptance as full members of American society. This suggests the importance of what we might call the social acceptance of religious others.

In a weaker sense, social acceptance might involve developing friendships with religious others and cooperating with them in a variety of social activities. But in this sense, social acceptance can be somewhat ambivalent, for while it accepts social relationships with religious others, it might also disapprove of, to some extent, what religious others represent. There is also a sense in which one does not approve of other religions.

A stronger sense of social acceptance includes an enthusiastic embrace of religious diversity as something good. Acceptance here goes well beyond mere tolerance to a celebration of religious diversity as something inherently positive. While the enthusiastic affirmation of religious diversity can be compatible with orthodox Christianity and the view that the Christian faith is distinctively true, it is often found among those who have reinterpreted traditional Christian teachings in various ways. Many in this category regard other religions, along with Christianity, as instruments through which God’s truth and saving grace are mediated.
All Major Religions Are Equally True and Legitimate

As a technical term in religious studies and theology, however, “religious pluralism” refers to a view that goes well beyond just the social acceptance of religious others. Religious pluralism in this sense is the view that all of the major religions are (roughly) equally true and provide equally legitimate ways in which to respond to the divine reality. No single religion—including Christianity—can legitimately claim to be uniquely true and normative for all people in all cultures at all times. It is in this sense that we will be using the term “religious pluralism” throughout this essay.

3. John Hick’s Model of Religious Pluralism

Peter Byrne, a contemporary advocate of religious pluralism, states three propositions that are at the heart of religious pluralism:

Pluralism as a theoretical response to religious diversity can now be summarily defined by three propositions. (1) All major forms of religion are equal in respect of making common reference to a single, transcendent sacred reality. (2) All major forms of religion are likewise equal in respect of offering some means or other to human salvation. (3) All religious traditions are to be seen as containing revisable, limited accounts of the nature of the sacred: none is certain enough in its particular dogmatic formulations to provide the norm for interpreting the others.¹²

These points are foundational to the perspective of religious pluralism advanced by theologian and philosopher John Hick, perhaps the most influential religious pluralist today. Hick began his academic career in the 1950s as an able defender of Christian orthodoxy, but by the early 1980s, he had abandoned Christian theism for a thoroughgoing religious pluralism.¹³ Three claims are at the center of his model of religious pluralism: (1) there is a religious ultimate reality—what Hick calls “the Real”—to which the major religions are all legitimate responses; (2) the various religions are historically and culturally conditioned interpretations of this divine reality; and (3) salvation/enlightenment/liberation is to be understood as the moral transformation of people from self-centeredness to Reality-centeredness, and it is occurring roughly to the same extent across the major religions. Accordingly, Hick claims that the religions can be regarded as culturally and historically conditioned human responses to an ultimate ineffable Reality which is the source and ground of everything, and which is such that in so far as the religious traditions are in soteriological alignment with it they are contexts of salvation/liberation. These traditions involve different human conceptions of the Real, with correspondingly different forms of experience of the Real, and correspondingly different forms of life in response to the Real.¹⁴
The various religions, then, are to be accepted as, in principle, equally legitimate religious alternatives with choices among them being largely functions of individual preferences and socio-cultural influences. The religions “constitute different human responses to the ultimate transcendent reality to which they all, in their different ways, bear witness.”

But if the religions all are responding to the same divine reality, why is there such bewildering diversity in the ways in which people understand this reality? Why is there not greater agreement among the religions? Hick accounts for diversity in belief and practice by appealing to historical and cultural factors. “[W]e always perceive the transcendent through the lens of a particular religious culture with its distinctive set of concepts, myths, historical exemplars and devotional or meditational techniques.” Although ultimately it is the same divine reality that is encountered in the religions, both the awareness of and response to this reality are shaped by contingent historical and cultural factors.

Now Hick is well aware of the fact that the religions do not all agree on the nature of the religious ultimate. Some religions regard the religious ultimate in personal categories, such as Yahweh in Judaism, or God the Holy Trinity in Christianity, or Allah in Islam, or as Shiva or Krishna in theistic forms of Hinduism. Other religions depict the religious ultimate in non-personal categories, such as Nirguna Brahman in Advaita Vedanta Hinduism, or Sunyata or Emptiness in Buddhism, or the Dao in Daoism. Hick refers to the former as the divine *personae* and the latter as the divine *impersonae*. He maintains that what is truly religiously ultimate—the Real—transcends both the *personae* and *impersonae* and thus cannot be characterized as either personal or nonpersonal. So the Real cannot be identified with Yahweh or the Holy Trinity or Sunyata or the Dao. These are merely penultimate symbols through which people in various religions understand and respond to what is actually ultimate, the Real. Out of a desire not to privilege either personal or nonpersonal ways of thinking about the religious ultimate, Hick insists that none of the characteristics of the *personae* or the *impersonae* can be attributed to the Real.

The distinction between the Real as it is in itself and as it is thought and experienced through our human religious concepts entails . . . that we cannot apply to the Real *an sich* [as it is in itself] the characteristics encountered in its *personae* and *impersonae*. Thus, it cannot be said to be one or many, person or thing, conscious or unconscious, purposive or non-purposive, substance or process, good or evil, loving or hating. None of the descriptive terms that apply within the realm of human experience can apply literally to the unexperienced reality that underlies that realm.

Hick thus accepts a strong version of what is called the ineffability thesis, so that none of the terms and concepts that we ordinarily use in religious discourse can be applied to the Real.

Given the clear differences in conceptions of the religious ultimate in the religions, why should we postulate the Real as the common ground of the religions?

My reason to assume that the different world religions are referring, through their specific concepts of the Gods and Absolutes, to the same ultimate Reality is the striking similarity
of the transformed human state described within the different traditions as saved, redeemed, enlightened, wise, awakened, liberated. This similarity strongly suggests a common source of salvific transformation.¹⁸

Understood as “the transformation from self-centeredness to Reality-centeredness,” salvation is said to be evident in roughly the same degree in all the religions.

It may be that one [religion] facilitates human liberation/salvation more than the others, but if so this is not evident to human vision. So far as we can tell, they are equally productive of that transition from self to Reality which we see in the saints of all traditions.¹⁹

Although a pluralist, Hick still identifies himself as a Christian, and thus he includes a place for Jesus in his model. Hick, however, clearly rejects the traditional, orthodox view of Jesus as fully God and fully man, the unique Incarnation of God. Rather, he adopts a metaphorical interpretation of the Incarnation and Jesus’ relation to God.

[Jesus] was so powerfully God conscious that his life vibrated, as it were, to the divine life; and as a result his hands could heal the sick, and the “poor in spirit” were kindled to new life in his presence... Thus in Jesus’ presence, we should have felt that we are in the presence of God—not in the sense that the man Jesus literally is God, but in the sense that he was so totally conscious of God that we could catch something of that consciousness by spiritual contagion.²⁰

For Hick, then, the incarnation “is a mythological idea, a figure of speech, a piece of poetic imagery. It is a way of saying that Jesus is our living contact with the transcendent God. In his presence we find that we are brought into the presence of God.”²¹ On this view, could we not think in terms of multiple incarnations? Responding affirmatively, Hick says that, “it becomes entirely natural to say that all the great religious figures have in their different ways ‘incarnated’ the ideal of human life in response to the one divine Reality.”²²

Hick’s proposal is obviously a very different view of Jesus Christ and other religions than what the Church has affirmed throughout the centuries. But it easy to see the enormous attraction that religious pluralism has for many today. For with Hick’s pluralism, all the major religions can be embraced as more or less equally true and effective ways of relating to the divine. Religious disputes can be avoided, and there is no need for evangelism or conversion; Christians can simply cooperate with those from other religions in alleviating the many problems confronting humankind.

But the crucial issue here is not whether religious pluralism is attractive, but whether it is the best way to think about the relation among the religions. Despite its many attractive qualities, religious pluralism faces formidable problems. Before exploring the difficulties with pluralism, however, it will be helpful to consider further the concept of religion and religious beliefs.
4. Religions and Religious Beliefs

Although discussions of religious pluralism typically focus upon the “great religions”—by which is usually meant Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism—it is important to remember also the many other religious traditions that make up the religious mosaic of the world, both past and present. There are, for example, the religions of the ancient world, of the ancient Egyptians and Babylonians, the Greeks and Romans, and the Aztecs and Incas. We must also include the many new religious movements of the modern world, some of which—such as Baha’i and Mormonism—have developed into world religions in their own right. There are also the many less clearly defined religious movements, such as “new age” spirituality, as well as modernized versions of ancient traditions, including Celtic Druidry or Maori religion.

While it is easy enough to identify examples of religions (Islam, Christianity, Hinduism, etc.), it is much more difficult to come up with an acceptable definition of religion. Definitions tend to be either too broad, thus applying to things that we do not normally include as religious, or too narrow, excluding things that we do regard as religious. The difficulty here stems from the great diversity we find among religious traditions. Nevertheless, the following definition by Roger Schmidt and his colleagues is adequate for most purposes: “Religions are systems of meaning embodied in a pattern of life, a community of faith, and a worldview that articulate a view of the sacred and of what ultimately matters.”

Religions are multi-faceted phenomena and there is some overlap between the concepts of religion and culture. This is made clear in the very helpful suggestion by Ninian Smart that we think in terms of seven dimensions of religion. These include the ritual, narrative, experiential, doctrinal, ethical, social, and material dimensions of religion. If we are to understand a particular religion such as Buddhism or Christianity, we must give due attention to all seven dimensions.

Religions, then, include much more than just beliefs or doctrines. Nevertheless, beliefs are central to religion. A religious community is expected to live in a certain way and to regard all of life from a particular perspective. A particular religious tradition can be thought of as expressing a distinctive worldview, or way of understanding reality, and adherents of that tradition are expected to embrace that worldview.

At the heart of each religious worldview are some basic beliefs about the nature of the cosmos, the religious ultimate, and the relation of humankind to this ultimate. Religious beliefs are significant, for as Smart observes, “The world religions owe some of their living power to their success in presenting a total picture of reality, through a coherent system of doctrines.” Religious believers are expected to accept the teachings of their tradition and to pattern their lives in accordance with such beliefs. The worldviews of the various religions can be clarified by posing three basic questions to the religions: (1) What is the nature of the religious ultimate? (2) What is the nature of the human predicament? (3) What is the nature of and conditions for attaining salvation/liberation/enlightenment? We will consider briefly how Hinduism, Buddhism, and Islam address these questions.
What Is the Nature of the Religious Ultimate?

Hinduism is a family of many different traditions that are the product of some 4,000 years of development in India. Hinduism includes a variety of views about the religious ultimate. A Hindu may believe in one God, many gods, or no god. The idea that the religious ultimate can be understood and experienced in many different ways is widely accepted. Most Hindus, however, accept Brahman as the Supreme Being and sustaining power of the cosmos. But there is disagreement over the nature of Brahman and its relation to the human person. Hinduism includes both monistic and theistic traditions. The Advaita Vedanta (Non-Dualism) tradition, for example, claims that the sole reality is Nirmguna Brahman, a nonpersonal reality utterly beyond human concepts and categories. The Vishisht Advaita (Qualified Non-Dualism) teaches that there is only one reality, Saguna Brahman, or Brahman with personal attributes. Brahman is thus a personal Being, and the world is the “body” of Brahman.

Buddhism originated from the teachings of Siddhartha Gautama (traditionally, 563–483 B.C.), who was determined to find the cause of suffering and pain. After much meditation and ascetic discipline, Gautama experienced an “awakening” or “enlightenment,” and for the next forty years he traveled throughout India preaching the dharma (truth) and attracting a large following. A variety of terms are used for the religious ultimate in Buddhism. For the Theravada tradition it is nirvana, which alone is permanent, unconditioned, and ultimately real. But nirvana is not heaven; it is the state that obtains when the fires of desire and the conditions producing rebirth are eliminated. The ultimate reality in Mahayana Buddhism is the Dharmakaya, or the all-inclusive Buddha essence, sometimes called the Void or Emptiness (Sunyata). Neither nirvana nor the Dharmakaya can be thought of as a personal being. Buddhism clearly rejects any idea of an all-powerful creator God; in this sense it is atheistic.

Islam maintains that Muhammad (A.D. c. 570–632) was the last and greatest in a long line of prophets sent from God. Muhammad received revelations from Allah that are contained in the Qur’an, which is understood by Muslims to be the Word of God. All branches of Islam embrace a strict monotheism. The religious ultimate is Allah, the one God, creator of everything else that exists. Islam calls for total submission to Allah’s sovereign will in all of life.

What Is the Nature of the Human Predicament?

According to classical Hinduism, the human predicament consists in the repeated reincarnation of the atman (the soul) as it passes from one life to another. Repeated births are regulated by karma, a metaphysical principle that determines current and future states on the basis of past actions and dispositions. The traditional soteriological goal of Hinduism is moksha, or liberation from rebirths through breaking the causal conditions of karma.

The human predicament in Buddhism consists in our being trapped in a cycle of repeated rebirths and the fact that all existence—apart from nirvana—is characterized by pervasive suffering or dissatisfaction. The goal in classical Buddhism, then, is to break the chain of causal conditions resulting in rebirths, thereby attaining nirvana. The Four Noble Truths present a diagnosis of the cause of suffering (desire or attachment) and a way to the elimination of
suffering. The Noble Eightfold Path sets out ideals in moral self-discipline, meditation, and wisdom that provide the way to eliminate desire and thereby suffering.\textsuperscript{26}

In Islam, the human predicament consists of the fact that human beings do not submit to Allah and his ways but rather disobey his will, thereby producing the evil and suffering in our world. Human beings have a weakness of will and a general tendency toward sin. But although tempted by Iblis (the Devil), it is within the power of humankind to resist evil and to remain faithful to the will of Allah.

\textit{What Is the Nature of and the Conditions for Attaining Salvation/Liberation/Enlightenment?}

Traditionally in Hinduism there are three ways to attain liberation. (1) The way of right action (\textit{karma marga}) involves living in accordance with one’s duty as determined by gender, caste, and stage in life. (2) The way of liberating knowledge (\textit{jnana marga}) is advocated by Advaita Vedanta, which teaches that what breaks the cycle of rebirths is the existential realization of one’s own essential identity with Brahman. (3) The way of devotion (\textit{bhakti marga}) involves love, reverence, or adoration for a particular deity, and performing ritual worship of deities such as Vishnu, Shiva, or Krishna.

Different schools of Buddhism have slightly different teachings, but most Theravada traditions emphasize strict adherence to the Noble Eightfold Path, which includes proper understanding of the nature of reality—including the Buddha’s teaching on the impermanence of all things—and rigorous meditation. Mahayana traditions tend to emphasize seeking enlightenment in this life through meditation. Theravada Buddhism emphasizes self-effort in attaining nirvana; each person is said to be responsible for attaining his or her own liberation, which is restricted to the few who can master the required disciplines. Mahayana opened the way to the masses by acknowledging a vast multitude of spiritual beings, such as the \textit{bodhisattvas}, who assist in the quest for enlightenment and liberation.

Islam teaches that our present world will one day be destroyed by Allah and that all humankind, past and present, will then be raised to face divine judgment. In the judgment each person’s deeds will be impartially weighed in the balance. Salvation is strictly on the basis of submission to Allah and faithful adherence to the teachings of Islam. Some will be admitted to Paradise; others consigned to Hell. Islam denies the need for a savior and the substitutionary atonement, as found in Christianity.

\textbf{5. The Problem of Conflicting Truth Claims}

As seen above, the major religions acknowledge that our world is not as it should be; there is a deeply rooted problem that needs to be addressed. The religions offer different perspectives on what the problem is and how it can be overcome. The Indian religions—such as Hinduism and Buddhism—typically adopt a medical analogy in expressing their views. Using
this analogy, the philosopher Keith Yandell reminds us that the concept of truth is embedded in the deep structure of religious worldviews:

A religion proposes a diagnosis of a deep, crippling spiritual disease universal to non-divine sentience and offers a cure. A particular religion is true if its diagnosis is correct and its cure efficacious. The diagnosis and cure occur in the setting of an account of what there is—an account whose truth is assumed by the content of the diagnosis and cure.  

In other words, the concept of truth is central to the religions. But how should we understand religious truth? In religion, as in other domains, truth is fundamentally a property of statements or propositions, and by extension, of beliefs. A statement or belief is true if and only if the state of affairs to which the statement refers is as the statements asserts. Otherwise it is false. Thus, the statement “The universe was created by God” is true if and only if the universe was in fact created by God. The belief that “The only reality not undergoing continual change is nirvana” is true if and only if the only reality not undergoing continual change is nirvana. And so on. Religious beliefs, like other beliefs, can be clear or vague, easy to understand or difficult to interpret. (True statements in physics or history can also be vague or difficult to understand.) None of that affects their truth status.  

The fact of religious diversity leads to the problem of conflicting truth claims. Diversity by itself, of course, does not necessarily indicate disagreement. Moreover, we should acknowledge that there are some commonalities among the religions (e.g., the ethical principle behind the Golden Rule is reflected in the teachings of many religions). Nevertheless, it is clear that Buddhists, Christians, Hindus, and Muslims adopt fundamentally different perspectives on basic questions about the religious ultimate and our relation to this reality. Christians and Muslims, for example, believe that the universe was created by an eternal Creator; Buddhists deny this. Advaita Vedanta Hindus maintain that the ultimate reality is Nirguna Brahman; Buddhists reject this. Christians insist that Jesus Christ was the incarnate Word of God, fully God and fully man; Muslims dismiss this as blasphemous.  

While all of the religions acknowledge that the present state of the world is not as it should be, they disagree over the cause of this unsatisfactory state and its proper remedy. For Christians, the root cause is sin against a holy God and the cure consists in repentance and reconciliation with God through the atoning work of Jesus Christ on the cross. For Buddhists and Hindus the cause lies in a pervasive ignorance, a fundamentally mistaken view of reality—although they disagree sharply among themselves over just which beliefs are false and should be rejected. Hindus believe in enduring, substantial souls which are reincarnated in multiple lives. Buddhists deny that there is an enduring, substantial soul which passes from one life to another.  

In this respect, differences among the religions take the form of basic disagreements over the nature of reality, how we have arrived at the current undesirable state of affairs, and how we can attain a more desirable state. Disagreements between Christianity and Theravada Buddhism, for example, over how to attain the desired goal—whether one should repent of one’s sins and accept Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior or follow the Noble Eightfold Path—are not disputes over
the proper means to a common goal but rather grow out of radically different understandings of reality and thus different ends that are to be pursued. While there certainly are points of agreement among the religions, it is clear that at least some of the claims by the major religions are mutually incompatible. They might all be wrong, but they cannot all be correct.

It is sometimes said that this way of thinking about religious beliefs—that religious beliefs, like other propositions, are true or false, and that two contradictory beliefs cannot both be true—is merely a “Western” way of understanding religion and that “Eastern” religions do not approach religion in this manner. Rational approaches to religion that emphasize logical consistency depend upon “Western logic,” and other religions are not necessarily limited by such logical constraints. Therefore, it is said, the problem of conflicting truth claims is really a pseudo-problem, since it relies upon logical assumptions that not all religions share.

Although this perspective is fairly common, it is inadequate and very misleading. First, there is the empirical or factual question whether “Western thought” emphasizes rationality and logical consistency and whether “Eastern thought” rejects rational approaches to religion. What exactly is “Western” or “Eastern” thought? These are not monolithic entities but rather are broad abstractions that refer to large collections of people who display enormous diversity in thought. It is true that many people in Europe and North America do emphasize the importance of reason and logical consistency, but many others do not. Particularly in religious practice and the academic study of religion, many in the West today reject rational and logical principles, maintaining that religious “truth” somehow transcends rational categories. Similarly, there are religious traditions in Asia, such as certain forms of Hinduism, Buddhism (especially Zen), and Daoism, which do reject dependence on rational principles in the pursuit of religious “truth.” But many other religious traditions, especially in India and to some extent in China, are highly rational and emphasize the importance of logical consistency in belief.

Consider, for example, the comments of the Sri Lankan Buddhist scholar K. N. Jayatilleke. After arguing that the Buddha actually embraced the correspondence theory of truth, he asserts that for Buddhists inconsistency is a criterion of falsehood:

Although correspondence with fact is considered to be the essential characteristic of truth, consistency or coherence is also held to be a criterion. In contrast, inconsistency is a criterion of falsehood. In arguing with his opponents, the Buddha often shows that their theories lead to inconsistencies or contradictions, thereby demonstrating that they are false, using what is known as the Socratic method. . . . This means that truth must be consistent. Therefore, when a number of theories with regard to the nature of man and his destiny in the universe contradict each other, they cannot all be true, though they could all be false if none of them correspond with fact.29

Similarly, the Japanese Buddhist scholar Hajime Nakamura claims,

Gotama was described as one who reasoned according to the truth rather than on the basis of the authority of the Vedas or tradition. Theravada and Mahayana Buddhism have accepted two standards for the truth of a statement: it must be in accord with the
Thus, it simply is not the case that “Eastern thought” in general rejects rational principles such as the principle of non-contradiction.

But even if a particular tradition—perhaps Zen Buddhism or Daoism—does reject the principle of non-contradiction, it does not follow that such rational principles are merely Western and do not apply in other contexts. There is an important distinction between rejecting a belief or principle and refuting it. All kinds of beliefs have been rejected by people at one time or another. The issue is not whether a belief is rejected but whether it should be rejected. To refute a belief or principle is to show that it is false or at least that there are compelling reasons not to accept it as true. Although many people—both in the West as well as the East—reject the principle of non-contradiction in religion, no one has refuted the principle. It is impossible to refute the principle, since any attempt at refutation necessarily appeals to the very principle one is trying to refute. Any meaningful assertion about anything at all—including religious assertions—if intended to be true, makes implicit appeal to the principle by ruling out its negation as false.

6. Religious Exclusivism

The New Testament never suggests that Jesus is one among many possible saviors. The consistent witness of the Bible is that God has revealed himself in an utterly unique manner through the Scriptures and the incarnation and that Jesus Christ is the one Lord and Savior for all people. Such particularistic themes are often taken as evidence that Christianity is exclusive in ways that other religions—such as Hinduism or Buddhism—are not.

But it is important to recognize that other major religions, including the Indian religions, also have exclusivistic tendencies in that each regards its own perspective as distinctively true and thus superior to other alternatives. In both Buddhism and Hinduism, liberation is linked to a correct understanding of the nature of reality, and each religion rejects what it regards as false views on the grounds that they impede liberation. Buddhism, for example, claims to tell the truth about how things are, and other accounts that are incompatible with Buddhist teachings are dismissed as mistaken, resulting in ignorance and further suffering. For Buddhists, only Buddhism leads to release from the ignorance giving rise to suffering.

There have been vigorous debates among Hindus, Buddhists, and Jains (Jainism was another Indian religious system distinct from Hinduism and Buddhism) over rival religious claims. Shankara (d. 820), who shaped Advaita Vedanta Hinduism, forthrightly states, “If the soul . . . is not considered to possess fundamental unity with Brahman—an identity to be realized by knowledge—there is not any chance of its obtaining final release.” In other words, only if one accepts the central teaching of Advaita Vedanta can one be liberated. Early Buddhists rejected Hindu assumptions about Brahman and the reality of enduring souls which reincarnate. Similarly, a text from the Jaina Sutras, the authoritative texts of Jainism, bluntly states,

[Buddhist] scriptures and must be proved true by reasoning. No Buddhist is expected to believe anything which does not meet these two tests.
Those who do not know all things by Kevala [the absolute knowledge sought by Jains], but who being ignorant teach a Law [contrary to Jain teaching], are lost themselves, and work the ruin of others in this dreadful, boundless Circle of Births. Those who know all things by the full Kevala knowledge, and who practicing meditation teach the whole Law, are themselves saved and save others.\textsuperscript{34}

In other words, those who accept Jain doctrine can be enlightened and liberated from rebirths; those who do not, cannot be enlightened.

Nor are these merely ancient perspectives. The Dalai Lama, for example, in responding to the question whether only the Buddha can provide “the ultimate source of refuge,” says,

Here, you see, it is necessary to examine what is meant by liberation or salvation. Liberation in which “a mind that understands the sphere of reality annihilates all defilements in the sphere of reality” is a state that only Buddhists can accomplish. This kind of \textit{moksha} [liberation] or \textit{nirvana} is only explained in the Buddhist scriptures, and is achieved only through Buddhist practice.\textsuperscript{35}

The theme in these passages is clear enough: Beliefs matter, and proper acceptance of the relevant teachings is essential for attaining liberation. Those who hold certain false beliefs cannot achieve liberation or enlightenment. Hindus, Buddhists, and Jains, of course, disagree on just which beliefs are false.

7. Problems with Religious Pluralism

Religious pluralism promises a way of understanding religious diversity without concluding that only one religion is true and the rest false. All the major religions are said to be more or less equally true and equally legitimate ways of responding to the religious ultimate. Pluralism thus seems to be accepting the many religions just as they are, and in a world weary of religious competition and strife, this is indeed enormously attractive.

But can the pluralist model really deliver what it promises? An acceptable model of religious pluralism should do at least three things: (1) recognize the clear differences in fundamental beliefs among the religions; (2) affirm the different religions as more or less equally effective ways of responding to the one ultimate reality, so that no single tradition is privileged; and (3) provide a coherent explanation of how these two points can be simultaneously maintained. John Hick’s proposal is the most sophisticated attempt to meet these requirements, but it is vitiated by serious problems. Two issues will be noted.

\textit{Some Truth Claims Cannot Both Be True}

Contrary to popular perception, not even the pluralist can avoid the conclusion that large numbers of sincere and devout religious believers are simply mistaken in their religious beliefs. As we have seen, if the teachings of the religions are taken as orthodox believers in the respective religions understand them, it is clear that the religions make very different, and at
times mutually incompatible, claims about the nature of reality. Each religion of course maintains that its own beliefs are true. With religious pluralism, however, no particular religion can be regarded as distinctively true. Thus, the conflicting claims of the religions are reinterpreted so that they can be accommodated in a pluralist framework.

Consider beliefs about the religious ultimate that are central to Christianity, Islam, and Buddhism, respectively. Christians believe that the religious ultimate, the highest reality, is the Triune God—Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, and that Jesus Christ was the incarnate Son of God, fully God and fully man. Muslims also believe in one eternal creator God, but deny that God is a trinity or that Jesus was God incarnate. Zen Buddhists deny the existence of any God and maintain that ultimate reality is Sunyata or Emptiness. On Hick’s model, Christians, Muslims, and Buddhists can all be said to be “in touch” with and responding appropriately to the one divine reality, the Real. So in one sense John Hick’s pluralism does accept the three religions, but it does so only by changing in important ways the beliefs of actual Christians, Muslims, and Buddhists. For on Hick’s model, it is the Real that is truly ultimate, and what Christians, Muslims, and Buddhists regard as ultimate—the Triune God, Allah, and Emptiness, respectively—are only penultimate images or concepts through which they respond to the Real. If Hick is correct, then orthodox Christians, Muslims, and Buddhists are all mistaken in their claims about the religious ultimate.

Or consider what Islam and Christianity say about Jesus of Nazareth. Although Jesus is held in great esteem in both Christianity and Islam, the two religions disagree sharply over his proper identity. Christians accept Jesus as the unique incarnation of the eternal, infinite, God—Jesus was fully God and fully man. Muslims, on the other hand, reject this as blasphemous. Furthermore, Christians and Muslims disagree over the factual question whether Jesus was in fact crucified on the cross, for many Muslims interpret Surah 4:155–159 of the Qur’an as explicitly ruling out Jesus’ death on the cross. This cannot be dismissed as merely a minor disagreement over an obscure historical fact, for the atoning work of Jesus on the cross is central to the Christian message of salvation. Thus it has traditionally been maintained that Islam and Christianity cannot both be correct in their respective beliefs about Jesus of Nazareth. At least one view must be false. As we have seen, John Hick rejects the orthodox Christian teaching of Jesus as fully God and fully man and calls for a reinterpretation of the doctrine of the incarnation in metaphorical terms. The implication of this, however, is that orthodox Christians are mistaken in their belief about the Incarnation. Thus, not even religious pluralism can avoid the conclusion that large numbers of sincere and intelligent religious believers are mistaken in their religious beliefs. The critical issue here is which beliefs we should reject as false and on what basis we should do so.

*Ineffability Is Incoherent*

Not surprisingly, Hick’s adoption of strong ineffability with respect to the Real has been the subject of much criticism. In order not to privilege either personal or non-personal views of
the religious ultimate, Hick insists that the Real transcends all concepts and properties with which we are familiar.

By ‘ineffable’ I mean . . . having a nature that is beyond the scope of our networks of human concepts. Thus the Real in itself cannot properly be said to be personal or impersonal, purposive or non-purposive, good or evil, substance or process, even one or many.36

There are at least three problems with Hick’s use of the ineffability thesis:

1. Although Hick claims that none of the concepts or categories with which we are familiar can be applied to the Real, he repeatedly uses language that presupposes that at least some concepts do apply meaningfully to the Real.37 For the Real is said to be the “source and ground of everything,” a “transcendent reality,” “the necessary condition of our existence and highest good,” “that to which religion is a response,” to “affect humanity,” to have a “universal presence,” etc.38 If such language is at all meaningful, then clearly some concepts can be applied to the Real. Moreover, it seems that causality of some sort is implied in such language, as the Real is portrayed as (at least partially) causally responsible for the human religious responses being what they are. But in using the language of causality in this manner Hick is going well beyond what ineffability allows.

2. Furthermore, does it make any sense to claim that there is a Real but that no concepts of properties with which we are familiar apply to the Real? What would it mean for an entity to exist without it having any substantial properties? An agnostic silence concerning it would seem the only reasonable course. But then why postulate the Real in the first place? How does “There is an X, but X is such that no concepts of substantial properties can be ascribed to it” differ from “There is no X”?

3. Hick’s inconsistency is most apparent in his use of the moral criterion (transformation from self-centeredness to Reality-centeredness), both as a reason for postulating the existence of the Real and for discriminating between legitimate and illegitimate responses to the Real. Hick repeatedly tells us that the Real itself is beyond moral categories such as good and evil.39 But if the Real is beyond moral categories so that it is neither good nor evil and moral concepts and terms cannot be applied to it, how can “moral transformation” serve as a criterion for an appropriate relationship to the Real? Why suppose that moral transformation within a given religion is at all informative about that tradition’s relationship to the Real? Why presume that some behavior is appropriate with respect to the Real but other behavior is not? The Real itself must have moral properties, be a moral being, if the moral criterion is to be used in this manner.

Hick’s language about the Real strongly suggests that the Real is somehow causally responsible for some of what we see in the various religions and that the Real is a moral being. Thus, despite his efforts to depict the Real in terms which do not privilege any particular religious tradition, Hick tacitly assumes certain theistic characteristics of the Real (intentional action, creation, revelation, moral goodness) even as he states that no such attributes can apply to
the Real. Thus Keith Yandell—not inappropriately—characterizes Hick’s proposal as “Protestant modernism minus monotheism” or “secularism with incense.”

8. Does God Exist?

There are two critical questions confronting any version of religious pluralism: Does an eternal creator God exist? Who is Jesus Christ? The traditional Christian answers to these questions are incompatible with genuine religious pluralism. Religious pluralism makes sense—if it makes sense at all—only on the assumption that there is a pervasive “religious ambiguity” such that theism does not have any stronger rational credentials than non-theistic perspectives. Thus, in defending religious pluralism, Peter Byrne observes,

The pluralist must, on reasoned grounds, doubt whether the detailed dogmatics of any particular religion can be known with sufficient certainty to enable such a form of religion to be the means of interpreting the whole that is human religion. There is not the certainty in any particular form of religion to enable its world-view to be the basis for a viable interpretation of religion.

Religious ambiguity means that it can be equally rational to interpret the universe as a Christian theist or a Vedantin Hindu or a Theravadin Buddhist would, depending upon one’s particular circumstances and experiences.

But why should we accept this assumption about religious ambiguity? The question of God’s existence is thus critical to any assessment of religious pluralism. For if there are good reasons for believing that an eternal creator God exists, then there are good reasons for rejecting religions that deny God’s existence (e.g., Jainism, Buddhism, some forms of Hinduism) as false. It then becomes impossible to affirm religious pluralism, for if there are compelling grounds for accepting God’s existence, then clearly not all religions can be accepted as equally true.

Is it really the case that the proposition “God exists” has no greater evidential or rational support than its denial? To be sure, there is disagreement over the issue of God’s existence. But deeply rooted disagreement by itself does not entail that no single perspective is more likely to be true than others nor that all religious perspectives have equal epistemic support. An impressive list of contemporary philosophers have argued persuasively that there are strong reasons for believing that an eternal creator God exists. If they are correct, and I think they are, then religious pluralism should be rejected and theism accepted.

9. Who Is Jesus?

The question about the identity of Jesus Christ is also a critical one for religious pluralism. Pluralism requires that Jesus is in principle not significantly different from other religious leaders. If the orthodox Christian understanding of Jesus as found in the New
Testament is maintained, then it is impossible to affirm religious pluralism. This is clearly acknowledged by John Hick:

Traditional orthodoxy says that Jesus of Nazareth was God incarnate—that is, God the Son, the Second Person of a divine Trinity, incarnate—who became man to die for the sins of the world and who founded the church to proclaim this to the ends of the earth, so that all who sincerely take Jesus as their Lord and Savior are justified by his atoning death and will inherit eternal life. It follows from this that Christianity, alone among the world religions, was founded by God in person. . . . From this premise it seems obvious that God must wish all human beings to enter this new stream of saved life, so that Christianity shall supersede all the other world faiths. . . . Christianity alone is God’s own religion, offering a fullness of life that no other tradition can provide; it is therefore divinely intended for all men and women without exception.43

Hick, as we have seen, rejects this view and calls for a radical reinterpretation of Christology in metaphorical terms.

But why should we follow Hick here? Our only substantial access to Jesus’ life and teachings is the New Testament, and so it must be the New Testament that controls our understanding of who Jesus is. The comprehensive picture that emerges from the New Testament witness is that God was present and active in Jesus of Nazareth in a way in which he is not elsewhere. There is simply no indication that Jesus is merely one among many other great religious figures. In the language of 2 Corinthians 5:19, God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself, and there is no hint in the Scripture that God was also doing this in other religious leaders and traditions. It is not as though the first-century world was unaware of other religious ways. The idea that there are many alternative paths to the divine with each people or culture having their own distinctive way was common in the first-century Mediterranean world. Had the writers of the New Testament wished to say this, they certainly could have done so. They didn’t.

A comprehensive discussion of the New Testament portrayal of Jesus is impossible here, but what follows briefly notes five ways in which Jesus is different from other religious figures.44

The Relation Between Jesus and History in Christianity Is Different from the Relation Between History and Other Religious Leaders

The historicity of the events and sayings attributed to Jesus carries significance for the Christian faith that has no parallel in other religions. In many religions the relevant teachings can be considered independently of the historicity of any particular individual or event.

In 1960, for example, the Protestant theologian Paul Tillich visited Japan, and he asked Buddhist scholars in Kyoto, “If some historian should make it probable that a man of the name Gautama never lived, what would be the consequence for Buddhism?” The Buddhist scholars responded by saying that the question of the historicity of Gautama had never been an issue for Buddhism. “According to the doctrine of Buddhism, the dharma kaya [the body of truth] is eternal, and so it does not depend upon the historicity of Gautama.”45 In other words, whether
Gautama actually said and did what is ascribed to him does not affect the truth of Buddhist teaching, which transcends historical events. While most Buddhists would insist that the teachings of contemporary Buddhism are consistent with what the historical Gautama taught, they would also acknowledge that the Buddhist dharma is eternally true and thus not dependent upon anything in the life of Gautama.

Similarly, in Hinduism the doctrines are regarded as eternal truths that transcend history and thus are not rooted in any particular individual or event. Although Islam takes history seriously, we can still distinguish the truths said to have been revealed by Allah to Muhammad from Muhammad as the particular recipient of this revelation. There is no necessary connection between Muhammad and the revelation; in principle, Allah could have revealed the Qur’an to anyone.

The same cannot be said, however, about Jesus Christ. For Christian faith is inextricably rooted in the historical person of Jesus of Nazareth. Christianity is not merely a collection of inspiring religious teachings; it is based upon God’s active intervention in human history. At the center of Christian faith is God’s revealing his purposes for the redemption of sinful humanity and providing the means for our salvation through the Incarnation in an actual human being, Jesus of Nazareth. It is what Jesus did on the cross and through the resurrection, and not simply what he taught, that makes possible our reconciliation with God. The apostle Paul unambiguously states that if in fact Jesus was not raised from the dead then our faith is futile and useless, and we are still in our sins (1 Corinthians 15:14–19). The actual resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead—not merely the inspiring idea of resurrection—is foundational to Christian faith. For the resurrection is God’s stamp of approval upon the life and teachings of Jesus, the defeat of death and evil, and the inauguration of a qualitatively new form of life (Romans 1:4; 1 Corinthians 15:26, 50–58). This distinguishes Christian faith from other religions, such as Buddhism. Whereas it is possible to think of Buddhist teachings apart from the historical life of Gautama, the Christian faith makes no sense apart from the actual life, death, and resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth.

The importance of historicity for Christian faith naturally raises the question about the degree to which we can have confidence that the New Testament writings are at all accurate in what they say about the life and teachings of Jesus. Some complex and controversial issues are involved here, but there are strong reasons for accepting the New Testament witness as a reliable account of Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection. While we cannot pursue the issues in depth, we can briefly note one major difference between questions of history and the New Testament as opposed to history and Buddhist sources.

In terms of both the volume and quality of early evidence, we have much greater access to the historical Jesus and the early Christian community than we do to Gautama and the early Buddhist community. There is an abundance of early manuscripts of the New Testament so that we can be confident that what we have in the New Testament today is indeed what the original authors wrote.
Scholars of almost every theological stripe attest to the profound care with which the New Testament books were copied in the Greek language, and later translated and preserved in Syriac, Coptic, Latin and a variety of other ancient European and Middle Eastern languages. In the original Greek alone, over 5,000 manuscripts and manuscript fragments of portions of the New Testament have been preserved from the early centuries of Christianity. . . . [O]verall, 97–99% of the New Testament can be reconstructed beyond any reasonable doubt, and no Christian doctrine is founded solely or even primarily on textually disputed passages.47

Moreover, the gap in time between the death of Jesus and the earliest New Testament writings is much smaller than the gap between Gautama’s death and the earliest written Buddhist texts. Although there is little question about the fact of Gautama’s existence, there is considerable dispute over when he lived, with dates for his death ranging from 480 to 386 B.C.48 The earliest Buddhist scriptures were put into writing in Pali sometime in the first century B.C.; prior to that time they were transmitted orally.49 Thus, assuming the Buddha’s death at 386 B.C. and the writing of the Pali texts around 80 B.C., we have a gap of some 300 years between Gautama’s death and the first Buddhist writings. If the 480 B.C. date for his death is accepted, then the gap becomes 400 years. Moreover, the early Pali writings consisted largely of instructions for monastic life and sayings, stories and anecdotes of the Buddha and the early disciples; the “biographies” of the Buddha appear even later.

By contrast, the temporal gap between the death of Jesus and the writing of the New Testament is much shorter. It is generally agreed that Jesus was crucified in either A.D. 30 or 33.50 The apostle Paul’s epistles were written between about A.D. 50 and the late 60s (1 Thessalonians, arguably the earliest of the New Testament letters, was probably written by Paul in A.D. 50). This leaves a gap of only seventeen to twenty years between Jesus’ death and the earliest New Testament writing, with Paul’s writings falling within about thirty-five years of Jesus’ death. The last of the New Testament books was probably completed around A.D. 90, leaving about sixty years separating it from the death of Jesus.51 This, combined with the abundance of manuscript evidence for the text of the New Testament, provides grounds for much greater confidence in the reliability of the New Testament portraits of Jesus than is the case with early Buddhist writings concerning Gautama.

Jesus, Unlike Some Religious Leaders, Was a Monotheist

Each religious figure must be understood within the historical context of his time. Jesus was a Jew living in a society in which the reality of Yahweh, the one creator God, was assumed. Like his contemporaries, Jesus was a monotheist who accepted the Old Testament perspective that only Yahweh, the God of Israel, is the true God, the creator and ruler of all things. The importance of monotheism is reflected in the Shema: “Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one” (Deuteronomy 6:4). When asked by a religious expert which is the greatest commandment, Jesus answered by quoting the Shema followed by the commands to love God
and one’s neighbor (Mark 12:28–31). There is no historical evidence that Jesus questioned the existence of God; to the contrary, God’s reality is presupposed in all that Jesus says and does.

While some religious leaders, such as Muhammad, are also monotheists, many others are not. There has long been debate over Confucius’ views on God or the gods, with some interpreting him as a kind of theist and others regarding him as agnostic on the subject. The Buddha rejected the Brahmanical teachings about the reality of Brahman, the supreme being in Hinduism, and Buddhism has generally been understood as rejecting the idea of a creator God. It is common in the West to regard Buddhism as simply agnostic about God, but this is a misleading recent innovation. Most Buddhist traditions have historically been atheistic. The Sri Lankan Buddhist scholar K. N. Jayatilleke observes that, if by “God” we mean a supreme being and creator, then “the Buddha is an atheist and Buddhism in both its Theravada and Mahayana forms is atheistic. . . . In denying that the universe is a product of a Personal God, who creates it in time and plans a consummation at the end of time, Buddhism is a form of atheism.” Paul Williams, a leading scholar of Buddhism and former Buddhist who converted to Roman Catholicism, states,

Buddhists do not believe in the existence of God. There need be no debating about this. In practicing Buddhism one never finds talk of God, there is no role for God, and it is not difficult to find in Buddhist texts attacks on the existence of an omnipotent, all-good Creator of the universe.

Thus, one thing distinguishing Jesus from some religious leaders is his clear commitment to the reality of an eternal creator God.

Jesus Identifies the Root Problem Confronting Humankind As Sin; Others, Such as Gautama, Locate the Problem with Ignorance

As we have seen, the major religions all claim that there is some fundamental problem afflicting humankind and the cosmos at large. The religions offer varying diagnoses of this problem and, accordingly, different prescriptions for its cure. According to Jesus, our root problem is sin, the deliberate rejection of God’s righteous ways (Mark 7:1–22). It is not ignorance or some cosmic imbalance that causes the human predicament. Rather, it is a corrupt heart or a perverted inner disposition such that “everyone who commits sin is a slave to sin” (John 8:34). Sin, of course, is more than merely moral failure; it must always be understood as an offense against a holy and righteous God. In other words, sin is a concept that makes sense only in a theistic context. Furthermore, although Jesus consistently called others to repentance (Matthew 4:17), he never repented for any sin. Not only does Jesus define the human predicament in terms of sin and its consequences, but he assumes the authority to do what only God can do—forgive sins (John 8:46; Mark 2:1–12).

The Buddha, by contrast, diagnosed the root problem as deeply embedded ignorance. Gautama taught that it is ignorance about the true nature of reality—and in particular, about the
impermanence of all things and the corollary that there is no enduring person or soul—which results in craving and attachment, and thus the suffering of rebirth. The Buddhist scholar Walpola Rahula says, “There is no ‘sin’ in Buddhism, as sin is understood in some religions. The root of all evil is ignorance (avijja) and false views (micchaditthi).”

It should not be surprising that we do not find in Buddhism the biblical concept of sin, for in Buddhism there is no holy and righteous God against whom one might sin. Other Indian religions such as Hinduism and Jainism also locate the fundamental problem as one of ignorance, although they disagree over the nature of this ignorance.

*The New Testament Presents Jesus Christ as God Incarnate, Fully Man and Fully God*

Christians maintain that the comprehensive witness of the New Testament is that in the human person of Jesus of Nazareth, the one eternal God assumed human nature: God became incarnate in Jesus, fully God and fully man. The Incarnation forms the apex of God’s self-revelation to humankind.

The Letter to the Hebrews states, “In the past God spoke to our forefathers through the prophets at many times and in various ways, but in these last days he has spoken to us by his Son, whom he appointed heir of all things and through whom he made the universe” (Hebrews 1:1–2) The Gospel of John identifies Jesus with the preexistent Word (the Logos), who “was with God and who was God” and through whom “all things were made,” and it then asserts that “the Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us” (John 1:1–4, 14). Throughout the New Testament, sometimes explicitly but often implicitly, Jesus is placed in an unprecedented relationship of identity with Yahweh, the everlasting creator God of the Old Testament. Jesus is presented as claiming the authority to do things that only God can do, such as forgive sins (Mark 2:5–11); judge the world (Matthew 19:28; 25:31–46); give life, even to the dead (John 5:21, 25–29; 11:17–44). Jesus states that anyone who has seen him has seen the Father (John 14:9)—a remarkable claim in the context of Jewish monotheism. Jesus identifies himself with the “I AM” of Exodus 3:14 and in so doing is understood by his contemporaries to be identifying himself with God (John 8:58). The apostle Paul asserts that all of the “fullness” (pleroma) of God is present in the human person of Jesus: “In Christ all the fullness of the Deity lives in bodily form” (Colossians 1:19; 2:9). Understood within the context of first-century Jewish monotheism, the assertion that in Jesus of Nazareth the one eternal God has become man is unique in its audacity and is unparalleled in other religions.

It is sometimes said that Jesus himself never taught anything like the orthodox Christian teaching on the incarnation and that this was a much later doctrinal innovation of the Christian church. The human Jesus, originally regarded by his followers as just a great teacher and perhaps even the Messiah, over time became revered as more than merely a man, resulting, under Greek influence, in the metaphysical conceptions of him as Son of God, God the Son, and finally the Second Person of the Holy Trinity in the sophisticated Trinitarian formula.
There is much that could be said by way of response to this claim, but we will confine ourselves to two related points. First, there simply is not sufficient time during the writing of the New Testament for such a dramatic evolution in understanding the significance of Jesus. Second, while some development within the New Testament writings themselves can be traced, the “high Christology” that identifies Jesus with Yahweh, God the creator, is actually found in the earliest evidence we have of Christian belief and practice.

As noted above, all the writings of the New Testament were completed by about A.D. 90 (most considerably earlier) so that at most there is a gap of some sixty years between the death of Jesus and the completion of the last book of the New Testament. This is not sufficient time for a radical evolution from the view that Jesus is just an extraordinary man to that of him as in fact God-the-creator-become-man. New Testament scholar C. F. D. Moule maintains that the suggestion that such “high” Christology evolved from a primitive “low” Christology by a gradual process over time simply does not fit the data. To the contrary, he argues, the transition from invoking Jesus as revered Master to the acclamation of him as divine Lord is best understood as a development in understanding according to which “the various estimates of Jesus reflected in the New Testament [are], in essence, only attempts to describe what was already there from the beginning. They are not successive additions of something new, but only the drawing out and articulating of what is there.” Moule claims, “Jesus was, from the beginning, such a one as appropriately to be described in the ways in which, sooner or later, he did come to be described in the New Testament period—for instance, as ‘Lord’ and even, in some sense, as ‘God.’”

Some of the most elevated Christology and clearest affirmations of the deity of Christ are in the Pauline epistles, widely accepted as the earliest documents in the New Testament (cf. Romans 9:5; Philippians 2:5–11; Colossians 1:15–17, 19; 2:9). One way to determine early perspectives on Christology is to examine not only the language the New Testament uses in reference to Jesus but also the practices of the early Christian community. Larry Hurtado has demonstrated that Christian worship of Jesus is presupposed by the earliest New Testament writings and thus that the practice of worshiping Jesus as divine by his early followers—most of whom were Jewish—is even earlier than these writings. Hurtado claims that within the first couple of decades of the Christian movement, “Jesus was treated as a recipient of religious devotion and was associated with God in striking ways.”

The origins of the worship of Jesus are so early that practically any evolutionary approach is rendered invalid as historical explanation. Our earliest Christian writings, from approximately 50–60 C.E., already presuppose cultic devotion to Jesus as a familiar and defining feature of Christian circles wherever they were found (1 Cor. 1:2).

Furthermore, Hurtado maintains,

This intense devotion to Jesus, which includes reverencing him as divine, was offered and articulated characteristically within a firm stance of exclusivist monotheism,
particularly in the circles of early Christians that anticipated and helped to establish what became mainstream (and subsequently, familiar) Christianity.  

Jesus Does Not Merely Teach the Way to Reconciliation with God—He Claims That He Himself Is the Way to Salvation

As we have seen, it is possible with some religions to separate the religion’s teachings from the historical events in life of the religion’s founder. This is the case, for example, with Gautama and Buddhism. Moreover, there is within the teachings attributed to the Buddha a strong sense of each individual being responsible for his or her own liberation. The Buddha did proclaim the dharma, the teaching leading to liberation, and in this way he can be said to assist all sentient beings. But it is up to each person to grasp the dharma, to act upon it, and thereby to attain nirvana. Rahula puts it this way: “If the Buddha is to be called a ‘saviour’ at all, it is only in the sense that he discovered and showed the Path to Liberation, Nirvana. But we must tread the Path ourselves.” Much of Buddhism teaches “self-effort” in attaining liberation.

But with Jesus the situation is different. According to the Christian Scriptures, we cannot save ourselves; we are utterly helpless and hopeless apart from the grace of God and the atoning work of Jesus Christ on the cross for us (Ephesians 2:1–10; Romans 3:9–28). Jesus is consistently presented in the New Testament as the one Savior for all people in all cultures (John 3:16; Acts 2:37–39; 4:12; Romans 3:21–25; 1 Timothy 2:5–6). Jesus called upon others to believe in him and to find salvation in him (John 5:24; 6:35–58). Jesus does not merely teach the way—he claims to be the way to the Father (John 14:6). It is not simply that Jesus has discovered the truth and that if we follow his teachings we too can find the way for ourselves. The Buddha can be understood as saying, “Follow my teachings, follow the dharma and you too can experience the way leading to enlightenment.” But Jesus claims much more than simply that he has discovered the way to the Father and that if we follow his teachings we too can find the way. He puts himself forward as the very embodiment of the way and the truth and the source of life. It is because of who he is and what he has done for us on the cross and in the resurrection that he is himself the way, the truth, and the life. Thus, the truth of Jesus’ teachings cannot be separated from the ontological grounding of this truth in the person of Christ as the incarnate Word of God.

10. An Evangelical Theology of Religions

We have seen that religious pluralism is inadequate as a general theory about the relationship among the religions. Not only does it suffer from internal inconsistencies, but it is incompatible with Christian commitments concerning the reality of God and the person of Jesus Christ. But if religious pluralism is to be rejected, how should Christians think about other religions? What theological principles should guide us in our approach to religious diversity? Christians maintain that the eternal creator God has spoken to humankind in an intelligible
manner in the incarnation and the written Scriptures. Thus, in thinking about other religions, we are to submit to God’s revelation as truth, allowing it to control our beliefs even when this truth may not be particularly palatable to contemporary tastes.

Thinking theologically about other religions involves us in what is sometimes called the theology of religions. Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen defines theology of religions as that discipline of theological studies which attempts to account theologically for the meaning and value of other religions. Christian theology of religions attempts to think theologically about what it means for Christians to live with people of other faiths and about the relationship of Christianity to other religions.\footnote{63}

A theology of religions must address two basic questions: First, how do we explain theologically the sheer fact of human religiosity? Why are people incurably religious? Second, how do we account theologically for the particularities of religious expression, the many diverse beliefs and practices we find among the religious traditions? Both similarities and differences between Christianity and other religions are to be explained theologically. An evangelical theology of religions should be shaped by four major Biblical themes: creation, general revelation, sin, and demonic influence.\footnote{64}

\textit{Creation and General Revelation}

The religions, in varying degrees, do manifest elements of truth, goodness, and beauty. The Confucian \textit{Analects}, for example, based upon the sayings of Confucius some five centuries before the time of Christ, contains two statements of the Golden Rule.\footnote{65} At a more basic level, it is because God has created human beings with certain dispositions and capacities that we find among humankind the capacity for religious expression, the recognition of a reality transcending the physical world, the yearning for the Creator and life beyond physical death, the acknowledgement that the world as we experience it is not the way it is supposed to be, and the search for ways in which to appease God or the gods and to attain a better existence. Scripture teaches that human beings are created in God’s image (Genesis 9:6; 1 Corinthians 11:7; James 3:9) and that God has revealed something of himself and what he expects from humankind in a general manner through the universe and the human person, especially the human conscience (Psalm 19:1–4; Acts 14:15–17; 17:22–31; Romans 1:18–32; 2:14–15). The fact that all human beings are created in God’s image with a rudimentary awareness of God’s reality and our obligation to him, as well as the biblical themes of God’s general revelation throughout the created order, help to explain the commonalities that we see between Christian faith and other religions.

\textit{Sin}

But religious expression also includes much that is false, idolatrous, and a perversion of God’s creation and revelation. Thus, the biblical emphasis upon human sin and rebellion against God (Genesis 2:16–17; 3:1–24; Romans 5:12) is critical for a theology of religions, for this
accounts for the fact that we find in the religions not only goodness but also much that is profoundly evil. Sin is a pervasive corruption of the human heart, and it affects all aspects of our being. All people are sinners. There is no one who is naturally righteous before God and consistently does what is right (Psalm 14:2–3; Isaiah 53:6; Romans 3:10–18, 23). Sin is both personal and social in its manifestation, and it is found both in the individual and collectively in cultures and societies. Not surprisingly then, the impact of sin is evident in the religions as well as in other dimensions of life.

**Demonic Influence**

Finally, while it would be simplistic to attribute all of the phenomena of the religions to the influence of demonic powers, it would be equally naive to pretend that the Adversary, Satan, is not active through the religions. The demonic is present in other religions just as it is active in the many domains of life. The apostle Paul reminded his readers that the pagan sacrifices of Corinthian religion, which seemed rather innocent to some, were in reality offered to demons (1 Corinthians 10:20).

Religions are complex phenomena that include, in any particular case, varying degrees of truth and goodness along with much falsehood and evil. Chris Wright captures this dialectic when he says,

> The fallen duplicity of man is that he simultaneously seeks after God his Maker and flees from God his Judge. Man’s religions, therefore, simultaneously manifest both these human tendencies. This is what makes a simplistic verdict on other religions—whether blandly positive or wholly negative—so unsatisfactory and indeed unbiblical.56

But to the extent that they distort God’s truth as revealed in Scripture and lead people to place their trust in anything apart from the living God, the religions, like anything else that has this effect, are to be rejected as idolatrous.


According to the Scriptures, salvation is a gift of God’s grace, is based upon the person and work of Jesus Christ on the cross, and comes through an exercise of faith in God (Romans 3:25; 2 Corinthians 5:18–19, 21; Hebrews 2:17; 1 John 2:2; 4:10). Salvation is totally the work of God’s grace and is not the result of human effort or good works (Ephesians 2:8–10). The Bible maintains that Jesus is the unique, only Savior for all of humankind; no one is reconciled to God except through Jesus Christ (John 3:16, 36; 14:6; Acts 4:12; 1 Timothy 2:5).

The emphasis upon Jesus Christ as the only Savior naturally raises questions about the scope of salvation and the destiny of those who do not hear the gospel of Jesus Christ. While this is a sensitive issue, we must form our conclusions on the basis of what Scripture clearly teaches...
and be careful to avoid unhealthy speculation beyond what Scripture affirms. Evangelical Christians generally agree that the Biblical witness is clear on the following points:

1. All peoples in all cultures, including sincere followers of other religions, are sinners and face God’s just condemnation for sin.

2. Salvation—that is, forgiveness of sin, justification and reconciliation with God, and all that this implies—is available only on the basis of the sinless person and atoning work of Jesus Christ. All who are saved are saved only through Jesus Christ.

3. No one is saved merely by being sincere, or by doing good works, or by being devout and pious in following a particular religion.

4. Salvation is always only by God’s grace and must be personally accepted through faith.

5. Ultimately, not everyone will be saved. Some, probably many, will be eternally lost.

6. God is entirely righteous, just, and fair in his dealings with humankind. No one who is condemned by God is condemned unjustly.

7. Both out of a sense of obedience to her Lord and compassion for the lost, the church must be actively engaged in making disciples of all peoples, including sincere adherents of other religions. Moreover, most agree that the clear pattern in the New Testament is that people first hear the gospel and then, through the work of the Holy Spirit, respond in faith to the proclamation of the Word and are saved.

But is it nevertheless possible for some who have never heard the gospel of Jesus Christ to be saved? There is some disagreement among evangelicals on the question of the unevangelized, with evangelical responses falling into three broad categories. The differences between these positions does not concern the means of salvation (grace versus works) but rather the amount of knowledge necessary for a saving response to God.67

1. Many evangelicals hold that only those who hear the gospel and explicitly respond in faith to the name of Jesus in this life can be saved. Explicit knowledge of the gospel of Jesus Christ is thus essential for salvation, and there is no hope for those who die without having heard the gospel.68

2. A rather different perspective is that of the “wider hope,” which maintains that we can expect that large numbers of those who have never heard the gospel will nevertheless be saved. Although Jesus Christ is the one Savior for all people and salvation is possible only because of Christ’s atoning work on the cross, one need not know explicitly about Jesus Christ and the cross to be saved.69

3. Many evangelicals, however, find themselves somewhere between these two positions, convinced that each of the above views goes beyond what the biblical data affirm. Those in this group are willing to admit in principle that God might save some who have never explicitly heard the gospel, but they add that we simply do not know whether this occurs or, if so, how many might be saved in this manner. John Stott, for example, states that on the basis of Scripture, we know that
Jesus Christ is the only Saviour, and that salvation is by God’s grace alone, on the ground of Christ’s cross alone, and by faith alone. The only question, therefore, is how much knowledge and understanding of the gospel people need before they can cry to God for mercy and be saved. In the Old Testament people were “justified by faith” even though they had little knowledge or expectation of Christ. Perhaps there are others today in a similar position, who know that they are guilty before God and that they cannot do anything to win his favour, but who in self-despair call upon the God they dimly perceive to save them. If God saves such, as many evangelical Christians believe, their salvation is still only through Christ, only by faith.70

Those embracing this view maintain that some knowledge of God, our sinfulness, and our inability to save ourselves is necessary, but they hold that such minimal knowledge may be available through general revelation to those who have not yet heard the gospel.

Perhaps the wisest response to the issue is to acknowledge the possibility that some who never hear the gospel might nonetheless, through God’s grace, respond to what they know of God through general revelation and turn to him in faith for forgiveness. But to speculate about how many, if any, are saved in this manner is to go beyond what the Scriptures affirm. Millard Erickson observes, “There are no unambiguous instances in Scripture of persons who became true believers through responding to general revelation alone. Scripture does not indicate how many, if any, come to salvation that way.”71 The pattern in the New Testament is for people to hear the gospel of Jesus Christ and then to respond by God’s grace to the gospel in saving faith.

12. Living Among Religious Others

We must remember that in theology of religions we are not dealing merely with abstract systems or beliefs but with real people who live in certain religious ways. What does it mean to be a disciple of Jesus Christ in a world of religious diversity? How should followers of Christ respond to religious others? How do Christians acknowledge Jesus Christ as Lord of all of life in modern, democratic societies increasingly characterized by religious diversity and that are committed to protection of freedom of religious and non-religious expression? The issues here are complex and require proper navigation of two sets of obligations: our responsibilities as disciples of Jesus Christ and as good citizens.

The Great Commission: Make Disciples

It is helpful to approach these questions in light of two specific instructions from our Lord. The first is the so-called Great Commission, given just prior to Christ’s ascension:

And Jesus came and said to them, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you. And behold, I am with you always, to the end of the age” (Matthew 28:18–20).
As followers of Jesus Christ, we are to “make disciples” of all people. Faithfulness to our Lord and compassion for the lost requires that we share the gospel of Jesus Christ with all people—including sincere followers of other religions—urging them to embrace Jesus as their Lord and Savior. Disciple-making thus includes evangelism, although it involves much more than just sharing the gospel with others.

Evangelism is controversial today, as many Christians feel that there is something inappropriate about trying to persuade sincere followers of other religions to change their commitments and embrace the Christian gospel. This is often linked to a certain embarrassment over the modern missionary movement, which is often dismissed today as simply the religious side of Western imperialism. But the Christian gospel is inherently missionary. It is good news of reconciliation with God that must be shared with a world that is desperately lost. The missionary statesman Lesslie Newbigin correctly links the recent discomfiture over missions with a lack of confidence in the biblical picture of Jesus Christ:

The contemporary embarrassment about the missionary movement of the previous century is not, as we like to think, evidence that we have become more humble. It is, I fear, much more clearly evidence of a shift in belief. It is evidence that we are less ready to affirm the uniqueness, the centrality, the decisiveness of Jesus Christ as universal Lord and Savior, the Way by following whom the world is to find its true goal, the Truth by which every other claim to truth is to be tested, the Life in whom alone life in its fullness is to be found.72

Similarly, the Dutch missiologist Johannes Verkuyl remarks, “The subversion of the missionary mandate one encounters in various contemporary missiologies and models of theology of religion must simply be called what it is: betrayal of Jesus Christ.”73 The issue, then, is not whether we engage in evangelism with religious others, but rather how we do so.

The Great Commandment: Love God and Your Neighbor

This leads us to the second of Jesus’ instructions for his followers, the so-called Great Commandment.

And one of them, a lawyer, asked him a question to test him. “Teacher, which is the great commandment in the Law?” And he said to him, “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind. This is the great and first commandment. And a second is like it: You shall love your neighbor as yourself. On these two commandments depend all the Law and the Prophets” (Matthew 22:35–40; cf. Deuteronomy 6:4–5; Mark 12:28–34; Luke 10:25–37).

As Christ’s disciples, we are to love God with our entire being and to love our neighbor—including religious others—as we love ourselves.

What does it mean to love our neighbor? How do we love religious others with whom we come into contact? Among other things, surely this means accepting Muslims, Hindus, and Buddhists as fellow human beings created by God and bearing the divine image, treating them...
with dignity and respect, and seeking their welfare. It includes building relationships with them and, to the extent that we are able, meeting their needs. On occasion it might also mean defending their rights and ensuring justice on their behalf.

Part of what drives the agenda for religious pluralism in the West today is the widespread perception that any form of “religious exclusivism” undermines harmonious religious coexistence. Only ideological pluralism, it is said, can provide the framework for peaceful religious diversity. Monotheistic religions—especially Christianity—are regarded as contributing to the problem of religious tensions, not part of the solution. The church must take these perceptions seriously and show a skeptical world that Christians can be strongly committed to Jesus Christ while also working to promote peaceful relations among religions. Christians must take the lead and demonstrate through concrete actions that we do accept in appropriate ways the ethnic, cultural, and religious diversity in the West. But at the same time, we cannot abandon our commitment to Jesus Christ as the one Lord and Savior for all peoples. So even as we accept Buddhists and Muslims as fellow human beings created in God’s image, we must also urge them to be reconciled to God by acknowledging Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior.
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